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MARKOV PROCESSES WITH LIPSCHITZ SEMIGROUPS

BY

RICHARD BASS

Abstract. For/ a function on a metric space, let

Lip/= sup \f(x)-f(y)\/d(x,y),
xj±y

and say that a semigroup P, is Lipschitz if Lip(P,/) < eKl Lip/for all/, /, where K

is a constant. If one has two Lipschitz semigroups, then, with some additional

assumptions, the sum of their infinitesimal generators will also generate a Lipschitz

semigroup. Furthermore a sequence of uniformly Lipschitz semigroups has a

subsequence which converges in the strong operator topology.

Examples of Markov processes with Lipschitz semigroups include all diffusions

on the real line which are on natural scale whose speed measures satisfy mild

conditions, as well as some jump processes. One thus gets Markov processes whose

generators are certain integro-differential operators. One can also interpret the

results as giving some smoothness conditions for the solutions of certain parabolic

partial differential equations.

1. Introduction. If/ is a function on a metric space, let

Lip/=sup|/(x)-/O0IM*,>0.
x^y

Say that a semigroup P, is Lipschitz if there is a constant K such that Lip(.P,/) <

eKlLip/ for all / and/ It is not too surprising that the Markov processes that arise

out of Ito's theory of stochastic differential equations have semigroups that are

Lipschitz. What may be more surprising is that any diffusion on the reals that is on

natural scale and whose speed measure satisfies certain mild conditions also has

Lipschitz semigroups and, in fact, Lip(P,f) < Lip/

One consequence of this fact is that it can be shown that if

Ag{x) = a{x)g"{x) + b{x)g'{x) + f[g(y) - g(x) - g'(x)(y - x)]m(x, dy)

when g is twice continuously dif ferentiable, then A will be the generator of a strong

Markov process that has Lipschitz semigroups, provided a is nonnegative, continu-

ous, and bounded, b is Lipschitz, and m satisfies a Lipschitz-like condition (see §7).

This is an extension of results of Skorokhod [16] and Lepeltier and Marchai [14] in

that here a need not be Lipschitz and the conditions on m are weaker than those

that they use. Komatsu [12] and Stroock [17] have results that can be applied here,

but only in the case that a is strictly positive; we allow a to be zero.
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The fact that diffusions on the real line have Lipschitz semigroups can be given

an interpretation in terms of partial differential equations. If Pt is the semigroup of

a diffusion with infinitesimal generator A = (d / dm)(d / dx), where m is the speed

measure, then u(t, x) = P,f(x) is the solution of the parabolic partial differential

equation du/dt = Au with initial condition w(0, x) = f{x). If A is written as

a(x)(d2/dx2), our a need not be continuous nor strictly positive. The assertion that

P, is Lipschitz is then an assertion about the smoothness of the solution u in the

spatial variable in terms of the smoothness of the initial condition / We thus

generalize some of the results of Fichera [7], Freidlin [8], Kostin [13], and Oleinik

[15]. See also [5] and [11].

In §2 we prove that if one has two Lipschitz semigroups, then the sum of their

infinitesimal generators will also generate a Lipschitz semigroup. We also prove

that given a sequence of uniformly Lipschitz semigroups, there will be a subse-

quence that converges in the strong operator topology. In §§3 and 4 we prove that

any diffusion on the real line that is on natural scale and whose speed measure

satisfies certain mild conditions will have Lipschitz semigroups. In §5 we consider

the drift term, and in §§6 and 7 we extend the class of jump processes considered

by Skorokhod and Lepeltier and Marchai in two different ways. In §7 we also give

an example of a semigroup that is not Lipschitz.

2. Semigroups. Let E be /--dimensional Euclidean space. Let C0 be the continu-

ous functions that vanish at infinity. Let Cq be the set of functions in C0 whose first

and second order partial derivatives are also in C0. Let d be the Euclidean metric,

and let ||/|| = sup,e£|/(x)|.

Call a nonnegative contraction semigroup, P,, Feller if P,: C0-* C0 and if

\\PJ ~ f\\ -*0 as f —»0 whenever/ GC0. A standard construction gives a corre-

spondence between strong Markov Processes (Z,, Px) and Feller semigroups P, [3].

If / G C0, define

Lip/ = mi{K: \f(y) - f(x)\ < Kd(y, x) for ah>, x G E).

Let L = {/ G C0: Lip/< oo). If P, is a Feller semigroup, let Lip-exp P, (for

Lipschitz exponent) be defined by

Lip-exp P, = inf{AT: Lip PJ < eKl Lip/for all/ G L, for all t > 0}.

Call a semigroup Lipschitz if Lip-exp Pt < oo.

After proving a lemma, we show that if a semigroup is a combination of two

Lipschitz semigroups, it will also be Lipschitz.

Let DJ be the z'th partial of /.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose Pt is a contraction semigroup such that iff G Cq,

\\PJ-f\\< M ¿ || A/11+   Í   \\DtD/\\).
Vi-l ',7=1 /

// P, maps C0 into bounded continuous functions, then P, maps C0 into C0.

Proof. Under the hypotheses given, for each x, there is a probability P,(x, ■)

such that PJ{x) = ff(y)P,(x, dy) for all / G C0. Fix x, TV. Let g G C02 such that

g(y) = 4A/2 - (d(x, y))2   if   d(x, y) < N,   0 < g(y) < 3N2   if   d(x, v) > N,
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\\D¡g\\ < 4TV for each i, and HAAgH < 4 for each pair i,j. |.P,g(x) — g(x)\ <

Kt(4rN + 4r2). So P,(x, S£(jc)) < 4r2Kt(\ + N)/N2, where SN(x) is the ball of

radius TV about x.

If / G Cq, e > 0, take TV large so that 4r2Kt(l + TV)/TV2 < e/||/||. Then if

d(x, {y: |/(7)| > e» > TV,

\P,f(x)\ < eP,{x, SN(x)) + \\f\\P,(x, S¿(x)) < 2e,

which shows Pj G C0.   □

For the remainder of this section we will suppose that all infinitesimal generators

have domains that contain Cq, and that all generators satisfy

IM/II < KA ( 2 ||¿VU + 2 || D,Djf\\)    iff G C2, for some constant KA.   (2.2)

By Dynkin's formula, if A generates P„ P, will satisfy the hypotheses of 2.1.

Theorem 2.3. Let P„ Q, be two Lipschitz semigroups with strong infinitesimal

generators A, B, respectively. Suppose C is the closure of the restriction of A + B to

Cq and that C is the strong infinitesimal generator of a contraction semigroup Rr

Then R, will be Lipschitz, and Lip-exp R, < Lip-exp P, + Lip-exp Qr

Proof. By the Trotter product formula [6], if / G C02, (Pt/„Qt/„)"f-> RJ- since

Ps, Qs both map C0 into C0 for all s, R, maps Cq into continuous functions and

hence, by 2.1, C0 into C0. Since Cq is contained in the domain of C, R,f—>f

uniformly as t —> 0 if / G C02, hence if / G C0. Thus R, is Feller.

If / G Cq, and Kx = Lip-exp P„ K2 = Lip-exp Qt, then

Up(Pl/nQl/n)nf < (e*.'/-V^/-)- Lip/- e«>+K* Lip/

It follows readily that /?, is Lipschitz, and Lip-exp R, < Kx + K2.    fj

Suppose P, is as above.

(2.4) Suppose m(x, dy) is a nonnegative kernel that is uniformly bounded, weakly

continuous in x, and there exists M such that m(x, SZf(x)) = Ofor all x, where SM(x)

is the ball of radius M about x.

If B is the operator given by Bg{x) = /[ g(y) — g(x)]m(x, dy), it is known [2]

that B will generate a nonnegative contraction semigroup Qr By the conditions on

B, B: C0—> Cq. Since B is bounded, one can write an explicit formula for Q, [10]

and see that Q, maps C0 into continuous functions. Note that

11**11 < 2 IIA*ll/(.V/-*>(*>*).

where x¡ is the /th coordinate of x, and so by 2.1, Q, is Feller.

It is also known ([2] or [10]) that A + B restricted to the domain of A generates a

nonnegative contraction semigroup R, on C0. Thus, in this special case we do not

have to suppose the existence of R„ and we have

Corollary 2.5. Suppose P, is a Lipschitz semigroup with generator A. Let m be a

kernel satisfying (2.4) and let B be defined by Bg(x) = f[g(y) — g(x)]m(x, dy). Then

A + B restricted to Cq has an extension that generates a Feller semigroup R, and

Lip-exp R, < Lip-exp P, + Lip-exp Q„ where Q, is the semigroup generated by B.
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Proof. The only comment required is that if Q, is not Lipschitz, then Lip-exp Q,

= oo, and the inequality is trivial,    fj

The next result says that if one has a sequence of uniformly Lipschitz semi-

groups, one can find a subsequence that converges.

Theorem 2.6. Suppose P" is a sequence of Lipschitz semigroups with generators An.

Suppose K = supn Lip-exp P" < oo, and sup„ KA < oo, where KA^ is as in (2.2).

Then there is a subsequence P"J and a Lipschitz semigroup P, such that P,"Jf—> P,f

uniformly whenever f G C0, and Lip-exp P, < K.

Furthermore, if lim„_0O AJ = Af for f G Cq for some operator A, then A re-

stricted to Cq has an extension which generates Pr

Proof. If/ G Cq, then P"f is Lipschitz in t with Lipschitz constant c sup„||y4„/||,

where c is independent of n. On the other hand, P"f is Lipschitz in x, and

Lip P"f < eK' Lip/ Thus P"f is equicontinuous in x and t, and by Ascoli-Arzela,

there is a subsequence that converges uniformly on compact sets in [0, oo) X E.

The limit, call it F, will be continuous. By the argument of 2.1, if

d(x,{y:\f(y)\>e})>N,

\PJ(x)\ < e + 4r2||/||sup/^ t(\ + TV)/TV2,
n "

which, taking a limit along the subsequence, shows that F G C0. Also, F will be

Lipschitz in x with Lipschitz constant no bigger than eKt Lip/.

Pick a countable dense subset of C02. By a diagonalization process, one can find

a subsequence Pp that converges for each / in this countable subset. Call the limit

P,f. Since this countable subset is dense in C02, hence in C0, extend Pt to all of C0,

by continuity. Since each P" is a contraction, it is easy to check that P, is a

nonnegative contraction semigroup that is Feller and that Lip-exp P, < K.

Now suppose AJ'—> Af uniformly if / G Cq. AJ = lim,_>0(P,y - f)/t is con-

tinuous, and so Af is continuous and bounded. By the hypotheses and the

argument of 2.1, for fixed x and t the family of probabilities P"(x, ■) is tight. Since

Ppf(x) -» P,f(x) whenever/ G C0, P?Af{x) -+ P,Af(x). This holds for each x and /.

Similarly, for fixed x, the family P,{x, ■ ) is tight, and so P,Af(x) —> Af(x) as / —» 0.

Then if/ G C02,

P,f-f= lim (/>/>/ - /) = lim f'p?Anfds
j^> w y •'o        y

= lim f'psnj(A„f- Af) ds + lim f'p^Afds = f'PsAfds,
j    Jq * 7    •'0 •'0

the limit being a pointwise limit, and using the facts that /^ is a contraction and

yiB/ -» 4/ uniformly. Dividing both sides by t and letting t -» 0 shows that /Í

restricted to C02 is the restriction of the generator of P,.    □

Let us say that a Lipschitz semigroup Q, is approximate if (i) there exist kernels

mn, each satisfying (2.4); (ii) if Q" is the semigroup generated by B„ where

Bng(x) = /[gOO - g(x)]m„(x, dy), then Lip-exp Q,n < Lip-exp ß,; and (iii) ß,"/-»

(2/uniformly as n —» oo whenever/ G C0.
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Putting 2.6 and 2.5 together, we have

Theorem 2.7. Suppose P, is a Lipschitz semigroup with generator A. Suppose Q, is

a Lipschitz semigroup that is approximable such that if Bn is the operator defined in

(ii) of the definition of "approximable", BJ^> Bf whenever f G Cq, where B is the

infinitesimal generator of Qt. Then A + B restricted to Cq has an extension that

generates a Lipschitz semigroup Rn and Lip-exp R, < Lip-exp P, + Lip-exp Qr

Proof. Let R" be the semigroup generated by A + Bn. By 2.6, there is a

subsequence that converges to a semigroup; call it Rt.

Lip-exp R, < sup Lip-exp R" < Lip-exp P, + sup Lip-exp Q"
n n

< Lip-exp Pt + Lip-exp Qr    □

We need one final result.

Theorem 2.8. Suppose for each k, Qk is approximable, sup^ Lip-exp Qk = M <

oo, and Qk —» QJfor all f G C0. Then Q, is approximable.

Proof. Let the semigroups that approximate Qk be denoted by Qk\ Let {/} be

a countable dense subset of C0. Let {(g, gf, gjkn)} be an ordering of

{(QJ, Qr% QrHY- r rational}.

There exists a Kx such that if k > Kx, ||g, - g,*|| < \. For each k > Kx, there

exists TV* such that if n > Nk, \\gkn - g,*|| < \. There exists K2 > AT, so that if

k > K2, || g, - gf || <\, \\g2 - g2*|| <i. There exists TV* such that if k > K2,

n >Nk, ||gf" - gk\\ <\, \\gkn - gk\\ <\. Continue, defining Kp so that

|| gj - gf || < l-p,j - 1, 2, ...,/>, if k > Kp, and so on.
The sequence Q/^'^f ( = gjKp'Np) will converge to QJ¡ ( = gf) for each i and

rational r. Since each Qkn is a contraction semigroup, we have Qft^'f converges to

QJ for all t > 0, all / G C0.    Q

3. Diffusions with Lipschitz coefficients. We now consider Markov processes on

the real line (E = reals). The processes that we will consider will all contain Cq in

the domains of their infinitesimal generators. If Z, is the Markov process with

generator Af(x) = a2(x)f"(x), where a is a Lipschitz function, then using Ito's

theory of stochastic differential equations (see [1]) it is relatively easy to show that

the semigroup of Z, is Lipschitz.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose P, is the semigroup generated by A, where Af(x) =

a2(x)f"(x), \\a\\ < oo, and a = Lip a < oo. Then P, is Lipschitz.

Proof. If/ G C2, \\PJ - f\\ = ||/0 PsAfds\\ < \\a\\2t\\f"\\. By 2.1, P, is Feller.
To show Pt is Lipschitz, let P be a probability under which Wt is a standard

Brownian motion, and let X, satisfy X, = x + J'0 a(Xs) dWs and Y, satisfy Y, = y

+ }'0a(Ys)dWs.
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E(X, - Y,)2 = (x - yf + 2(x - y)E f'[a(Xs) - a(Ys)] dWs
•'o

+ e\ f'[a(Xs)-a(Ys)]dwX

= (x-y)2+EÍ'[a(Xs)-a(Ys)f
Jo

<(x-y)2+a2f'E(Xs- Ys)2

By Gronwall's inequality, E{Xt - Y,)2 < (x - y)2eah. Iff G L,

\Ef(X,) - Ef(Y,)\ < (Lip f)E\X, - Y,\ < (Lipf)(E(X, - y,)2)'/2

<(Lip/)|x-^|e«2'/2.

If Z, is the process with A as its generator, then, as is well known, the

distribution of Z, under Px is the same as X, under P and the distribution of Z,

under Py is the same as Y, under P. So,

\PJ(x) - PJ(y)\ = \Exf{Zt) - EJ(Z,)\ = \Ef(X,) - Ef(Y,)\

< Lip/|x-7|ea2'/2)

or Lip-exp P, = a2/2.    □

By a more careful analysis, however, we can do much better and show Lip-exp Pt

= 0.

Theorem 3.2. Under the same hypotheses as 3.1, Lip-exp P, = 0.

Proof. Take h so that ah < 1; let A = 2/h2. Consider the Markov process X,h,

with semigroup Pf, constructed as follows: starting at x, the process waits at x a

length of time that is exponential with parameter X. At that time it jumps either to

x + a{x)h or x — a(x)h, both with probability \ (a{x) is possibly 0). It waits at the

new point a length of time that is exponential with parameter \, and so on. It is

easy to see that the generator of P,h is given by

Ahf(x) =[f(x + a(x)h) +f(x - a(x)h) - 2f(x)]/h2.

By 2.6, since A hf-* Af if / G C02, Lip-exp P, will be 0 if we show Lip-exp P,h = 0.

There is no question of subsequences here, since there is only one semigroup that

has generator A.

Let Q be the transition probability for the Markov chain that, starting at x,

jumps either to x + a(x)h or x — a(x)h, both with probability \. Let Q" be the

iterates of Q. Since Xth is a pure jump process with waiting times that are

identically distributed,

k = 0 K-

If we show Lip Qkf < Lip/, we would then have Lip Pthf < Lip/ our desired

result.

\Qk+lf(y) - Ö*+1/Wl = lß(ß*/)Cv) - ß(ß*/)WI-
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If we show Lip QJ < Lip / for all /, then since the case k = 0 is trivial, we would

do a simple induction and be done.

Suppose y > x.

\Qf(y) - Qf(x)\=\\f(y + a(y)h) + \f(y - a(y)h)

-\f{x + a(x)h) -\f(x - a(x)h)\

< \Upf\(y - x) + (a(y) - a(x))h\

+ ¡Lipf\(y - x) - (a(y) - a(x))h\.

Now \(a(y) - a(x))h\ < ah\y - x\ <\y - x\. Therefore,

\(y -x) + (a(y) - a(x))h\ = (y - x) + (a(y) - a(x))h

and   \(y - x) - (a(y) - a(x))h\ = (v — x) — (a{y) - a(x))h.   We   thus   have

\Qf(y) - Qf(x)\ < Lip f(y - x), which completes the proof.   □

4. Diffusions on the real line. Since Lip-exp Pt = 0 under the conditions of 3.2,

regardless of a, any process that can be approximated by diffusions with Lipschitz

coefficients will also have Lipschitz exponent 0. We exploit this to show that a large

class of diffusions on the line have Lipschitz exponent 0. We consider those

diffusions on R which are on natural scale and whose speed measures s satisfy

(4.1)(i) s is finite on finite intervals and

(ii) there is a constant ß > 0 such that s(x,y] > ß{y — x)for all x <y.

The first condition insures that there are no boundary points, the second that the

process does not move too fast.

Let W, be a standard Brownian motion and let Lf be local time for W at y.

Recall that Lf is jointly continuous in / and y, increasing in t, that fA Lf dy =

Jo ^a(Ws) ds, and Ex(Lf)2 as a function of y is bounded on compact intervals.

Recall that a diffusion on the real line which is on natural scale is characterized by

its speed measure s. If H, = / Lfs(dy), T, = inf{t/ > 0: Hu > t), then WT will have

the same distribution under Px as Xt, for all x. (See [4] or [9].)

Note that by (4.1)(ii), H, = / Lf s(dy) > ßf Lf dy = ßt. So T, < t/ß, and if
/ G Cq, by Dynkin's identity,

Exf(X,)-f(x) = Exf{WT)-f(x) = ExSl-l2f"(Ws) ds < (t/2ß)\\f"\\.

It is known that Pt maps C0 into continuous functions, and by 2.1, P,: C0—» C0.

Furthermore, by the continuity of Lf in t, H, is continuous.

Our method is to approximate í by speed measures sn such that the correspond-

ing processes X" with semigroups Pf have generators aj", where an is Lipschitz,

and to show that P" converges to Pt, the semigroup of Xt.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose X, with semigroup P, is a diffusion on R that is on natural

scale and that its speed measure s satisfies (4.1). Then Lip-exp P, = 0 and P, is

approximable.
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Proof. First, suppose there exists TV such that s on [-TV, TV]C is Lebesgue

measure. We may assume ß < 1 in (4.1)(ii). Define S(x) = s(-N, x] for -TV < x <

TV, and let S„ be a sequence of increasing C2 functions on [-TV, TV] that tend

pointwise to S, except possibly at points of discontinuity of S, such that 5„'(x) > ß

for all x, SJ-N) = 0, and S„(N) = S(N). This is possible since S is increasing and

bounded. Let sn be the measure on [-TV, TV] induced by S„, and define sn on

[-TV, TV]C to be Lebesgue measure on [-TV, TV]C. Let X" be the diffusion which has s„

as its speed measure, P" the corresponding semigroup, and H" and Tf defined

analogously to Ht and Tt.

It is not hard to check that the generator of P" is of the form a2f", where a„ is

differentiable, bounded above by ß~i/r2, and bounded below away from 0 (since 5„'

is bounded above). By 3.2, Lip-exp P" = 0. Furthermore, the measures sn are

uniformly bounded on finite intervals and if g is continuous,

f        g(y)s„(dy) -» f        g(y)s(dy).
J[-N,N] J[-N,N]

As before, Hff - Hf > ß{u - t), T* < t/ß, and P,J(x) - f(x) < (t/2ß)\\f"\\.

Suppose / G C2. Then \\PJ- P?f\\ < \\P,-\\ \\PU"_J - f\\ < (t - u)\\f"\\/2ß,
or P" is Lipschitz in t.

Suppose now / G L. Since X, has the same distribution as WT and Xf has the

same distribution as WTn,

\PJ(x) - PJ(x)\=\Exf{WT) - Exf{WTr)\ < (Lip/)^|^ - Wj.\

< (Lip f)(Ex( WTi - WTrff2.

Since W2 — t is a martingale and ( WT¡ - WT„)2 — ( WTX/T* — rVTAT*)2,

EX(WT¡ - WTrf = Ex\Tt - T?\.

Fix to. Suppose T, = u. Then Hu = t. If //„"='- e, H¿+e//3 > H¿ + ß(e/ß) =

t. So Tf < u + e/ß. If //J1 = t + e, #B"_e//3 <//„"-£=/, and T? > u - t/ß.

Thus |7; — 77*1 < \HT¡ - H?}/ß. We have then

EX\T, - 771 < Ex\HTi - HTr\/ß.

Let h{y) = 1 if |^| < n, TV + 1 - |.y| if TV < |>-| < TV + 1, and 0 otherwise. By the

construction of sn and s,

Gn =\HT¡- H}\ =1/ h(y)UTi s(dy) - f h(y)L^ sjdy) .

For each w, h{y)L^{u¡) as a function of y is continuous with compact support, and

so G„(w) —> 0. On the other hand,

sup Ex(j h(yWT¡ sjdy)^ < sup f h2(y)Ex(L02 sjdy)

< sup f h2(y)Ex(Lf/ßf sn(dy)

< sup     Ex(Lf/ßfsup s„[-N - 1, TV + 1] < oo.
\y\<N+\ «
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A similar equation holds for Ex(f h(y)L^ s(dy))2; hence sup„ EXG2 < oo, or the

Gn are uniformly integrable, and so EXG„ —* 0.

Thus, Pff(x) —> PJ(x) for each x if / G L. Since P,"f is equicontinuous if / G L,

this, 2.6, and 2.1, gives uniform convergence. Hence Lip-exp P, = 0.

Finally, suppose s satisfies (4.1). Define sN to be equal to s on [-TV, TV] and equal

to Lebesgue measure on [-TV, TVf, and let Pt, Pf, X,, XtN be the corresponding

semigroups and processes.

If x is fixed and TN = inf{/ > 0: \X, — x\ > TV}, X, and XtN may be constructed

as time changes of the same Brownian motion so that they have the same paths up

to and including time 7^. If g is the function constructed in the proof of 2.1,

<4±ß'

or Px(t > TN) < 4t/{ßN2). The same holds for X„ and so if/ G C0,

\PJ(x) - Pff(x)\ < 2\\f\\P*(t > TN) < 8/ll/H/(/87V2)->0

as TV —> oo. Thus if / G L, PtNf —* PJ pointwise, hence uniformly on intervals since

P,Nf is equicontinuous, hence uniformly by 2.1. Therefore Lip-exp Pt = 0 and P, is

approximable.    Q

5. Drift. So far we have considered diffusions on the line that are on natural

scale, that is, they have no drift. Now we consider adding drift terms.

Theorem 5.1. If Lip b < oo, A is the operator defined by Af{x) = b(x)f'(x) for

f G Cq, and P, is the semigroup generated by A, then P, is approximable and

Lip-exp Pt < Lip b.

Proof. Let X,h be the process that starting at x, waits at x a length of time that is

exponential with parameter \/h, then jumps to x + b(x)h, waits there a length of

time that is exponential with parameter \/h, and so on. Let ß be the transition

probability that at each step jumps from x to x + b(x)h, Q" the iterates. Then

exactly as in the proof of 3.2,

LipP^^fíílAÍ,
k=o k-

where Pth is the semigroup for X,h.

\Qf(y) - Qf(x)\ = \y + b(y)h - (x + b(x)h)\ <\y- *|(i + (Lip b)h).

By induction, Lip Qkf < (1 + h Lip b)k, and so

Lip Ph < e~'/he'/h(X + hUpb) = e'Upb.

Now let h —> 0 and use 2.6.   □

6. Jumps. Ito's method of solving stochastic differential equations has been

extended by Skorokhod [16] and Lepeltier and Marchai [14] to include the case

where jumps are allowed. Thus, they consider solutions to the equation Xt = x +

/Ó / F(XS, u) q(ds, du) where p(ds, du) is the random measure associated to a

|^«a,) - **)\ < E*t NA' Jds
•TN/\t   4
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certain process with stationary, independent increments, m(du) = E(f0p(ds, du)),

q(ds, du) = p(ds, du) — m(du)ds, and F satisfies j[F(y, u) — F(x, u)]2m(du) <

K\y - x|2. In a way very similar to 3.1, we can show that the semigroup P,

corresponding to Xt is Lipschitz and Lip-exp P, is some function of K. Again, a

more careful analysis shows that in some cases Lip-exp Pt = 0.

Proposition 6.1. Let m(x, dy) be a kernel on the real line such that:

(i) m is weakly continuous in x;

(ii) m(x, • ) puts positive mass a¡ on each of n points x + h¡(x), where h¡(x) may

possibly be 0;

(iii) 2"_, a¡h¡(x) = Ofor all x;

(iv) sup,||/!,|| < oo and Lip h¡ < 1 for all i.

Define A by

Ag(x) = f[ g(y) - g(x)]m(x, dy) (6.2)

and let X„ Pt be the process and semigroup generated by A. Then P, is Lipschitz and

Lip-exp P, = 0.

Proof. Note that by (iii), f(y - x)m{x, dy) = 0, and so if g G Cq,

Ag(x) = f [ g(y) - g(x) - g'(x)(y - x) ] m(x, dy). (6.3)

It follows that whenever A is given by (6.3) \\Ag\\ < ||g"|| \\f(y - xyhn(x, dy)\\

and, using 2.1, P, is Feller.

Let M = 2"= ! Of. Let ß be the Markov chain that moves from x to x + h¡(x)

with probability ajM. It is not hard to check that X, is the process that waits at x

a length of time that is exponential with parameter M, moves according to Q, then

waits again, etc. Suppose^ > x.

\QJ(y) - 2/W|=|2 a.,MXf(y + ht(y)) - 2 a{M~%x + A,.(x))|

< (Lip/)A/-' 2 a\y + ht(y) - (x + h,(x))\.

Since Lip h¡ < 1, \h¡(y) - h¡{x)\ < \y - x\, so

\y + h,(y) - x - ht(x)\ = y - x + ht(y) - h((x).

Then

WQf(y) - Qf(x)\ < (Lip/)M-'2 at(y - x)

+ (Lip/)a/-'(2 aMy) - 2 «AW)

= (Lip/)l.v - 4
Thus Lip Qf < Lip /

As in 3.2, Lip Qkf < Lip/

uPf/<.-»iLi-g'r')'<"p/
A=0 K-

or Lip-exp P, — 0.    n
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Proposition 6.4. Suppose mn is a sequence of kernels such that (i) sup„\\mn(x, E)\\

< oo, (ii) sup„||/b — x\mn(x, dy)\\ < oo, and (iii) if An is defined in terms of mn by

(6.2) and P" is the semigroup generated by An, then each P," is Lipschitz and

sup„ Lip-exp P¡¡ < oo. Suppose mn(x, ay) converges weakly to m(x, ay) as n^> oo

for each x, A is defined in terms of m by (6.2), and P, is the semigroup generated by

A. Then P, is approximable, Lipschitz, and Lip-exp P, < sup„ Lip-exp Pf.

Proof. If / G C02, note that

HJ7/-/II < t\\Af\\ < t\\f\\j\y - x\m(x,dy)

II c
< 'll/'ll sup   lb- x\mn(x, dy)

n    ||-'

By 2.6, there is a subsequence nj  and a semigroup Q,  such that P,"Jf-+ QJ

uniformly whenever/ G Cq.

If/ G C2,

QJ-f= lim (Ppjf - f) = lim [' A  Ptf dr

= lim f AAPyf - QJ) dr + lim V A QJ dr.

The first limit is 0 since the /ln's are uniformly bounded. The second limit is

/Ó A QJ(x) dr for each x, since QJ is bounded and continuous and mn converges

weakly to m. Since A is bounded, dividing both sides by / gives lim,_>0(ß(/ — f)/t

= Af, uniformly in x. Therefore

QJ - PJ = f'MQJ - PJ) dr < |M || f'(QJ - PJ) dr,

or QJ = PJHf G C02, hence for all/ G C0.

Since any convergent subsequence of P" converges to P,, Pf converges to Pt.    □

We use 6.1 and 6.4  to get

Theorem 6.5. Let p. be a continuous measure with j u2p,(du) < oo. Let F satisfy

\\f\F(x, u)\2p(du)\\ < oo, \\ilu{<c\F(x, u)\2p(du)\\^0 as e^O, and \F(x, u) -

F(y, u)\ < \x — y\for all x, y. Let m be the kernel defined by

m(x, B)=f \B_x(F(x, u))p.(du). (6.6)

Let A be defined by (6.3). Then A will be the generator of an approximable

semigroup with Lipschitz exponent 0.

Comment. Since m(du) is on the order of o(u~2)du, the condition of [9],

f[F(x, u) - F(y, u)fm(du) < K\x — y\2, translates, very roughly, to \F(x, u) -

F(y, u)\ is on the order of u\x — y\, a stronger requirement on Lip F{-, u) than in

6.5.
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Proof. If ijï(du)

A, and g G C02,

1[(,iCX))(|m|)ju,(é/w), me and At are defined analogously to m and

Il r o
J (.y - *) (w(x, 40 - mjx, dy))

= iir f      \F(x, u)\2 p(du)
J\,i\f.'|u|<e

By 2.6, if the semigroup generated by Ac has Lipschitz exponent 0, we will be done.

Thus it suffices to assume ju. is a bounded measure.

Next we approximate the drift by jumps. Let h(x) = J(y — x)m(x, dy). Let u0 be

fixed, let ejdy) denote point mass at x, and let p„ = p. + neu . Redefine F(x, u0) to

be h(x)/n. If n is sufficiently large, \F(x, u0) — F(y, u0)\ < \x — y\. Define mn in

terms of ¡u„ by (6.6) and define An in terms of m„ by (6.2). One can now check that

Ang —» Ag if g G Cq, and so by 2.6, it suffices to consider the case when p, is

bounded and A is given by (6.2).

Finally, let pk be a sequence of uniformly bounded measures that each put mass

on at most k points so that pk({u0}) = p({pq}) for each k, pk^>p weakly, and

supA||/|TF(x, u)\2pk(du)\\ < oo. If the mk are defined by (6.6) the mk(x, dy) will then

converge weakly to m(x, dy) for each x. Note that

j\y ~ x\mk(x, dy) = j\F(x, u)\pk(du)

< sup{\\f\F(x,u)\2 pk(du)\\+ pk(E)).
k

Using 6.4 it suffices to consider the case where A is given by (6.2) and m satisfies

(6.1)(i)-(iv). But then 6.1 gives the desired result,    fj

7. Other jump processes. There are a number of jump processes that have

Lipschitz semigroups, but which do not fit into the Skorokhod framework. For

example, let A be given by Ag(x) = a(x)[g(x + 1) — g(x)], where Lip a < oo. This

is the process that waits a length of time that is exponential with parameter l/a(x),

then jumps 1. Under the Skorokhod framework, the F could not even be continu-

ous, let alone Lipschitz.

Proposition 7.1. Let A be given by Ag(x) = a(x)[ g(x + h) - g(x)],

P, is the semigroup generated by A, Lip-exp P, < h Lip a.

< ao. If

Proof. If ||a|| = 0 or Lip a = oo, the result is trivial. So assume ||a|| > 0 and

Lip a < oo. Let TV/ = ||a||, b(x) = a(x)/M.

Let ß be the transition operator for the chain that goes from x to x + h with

probability b(x), and stays at x with probability 1 — b(x). Let X, be the process

that jumps according to ß and in between waits lengths of time that are exponen-

tial with parameter TV/.
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It is not hard to check that X, has generator A.

\Qf(y) - Ô/WI
= \b(y)f(y + h) + (1 - b(y))f(y) - b(x)f(x + h) - (1 - b(x))f(x)\

< b(x)\f(y + h) - f(x + h)\ + [ 1 - b(x)]\f(y) - f(x)\

+ \b(y)-b(x)\\f(y + h)-f(y)\

< Lip/b - x\ + (Lip b)\y - x\(Lip f)h

= Lip/b - *|(1 + h Lip b).

If T3, is the semigroup corresponding to X,, P, = e~M'2,Qk(Mt)k/k\, or Lip P, <

exp(Mth Lip ¿>), or Lip-exp Pt < TV/A Lip b = h Lip a.    □

We can then get the following theorem:

Theorem 7.2. Suppose A is given by (6.3), where m is any kernel that satisfies

(0 S(y — x)2m(x, dy) is uniformly bounded; (ii) /|y-x|>e(/ — x)m(x, dy)—>0 uni-

formly; and (iii) there is a number TV/ > 0 such that for any interval [a, ß] that does

not contain 0, Lip(/f + *(y — x)m(x, dy)) < M. Then the semigroup generated by A

will be Lipschitz.

Proof. If we define me(x, dy) = lSc(x)(y)m(x' dy), and define Ae in terms of mt

by (6.3), then just as in the proof of 6.5, we can show that we need only consider

the case where m is uniformly bounded.

If we let h(x) = J(y — x)m{x, dy), and a(x) = /i(x)/||A||, define mjx, dy) =

m(x, dy) +  nh(x)ex+x/Jdy)    if   h    is    positive,    mjx, dy) = m(x, dy) +

nh(x)ex_x/n(dy) if h is negative. If we define An in terms of m„ by (6.2), then

Ang -* Ag whenever g G Cq, and so by 2.6, we need only consider the case where

m is uniformly bounded, and A is given by (6.2).

Finally, approximate m by mk where

k2

mk(x, dy) =   2    eJ/k(dy)m(x, [j/k, (j + \)/k)).
j=-k2

By 6.4, if the semigroups generated by Ak, where the Ak are defined by (6.2), have a

uniformly bounded Lipschitz exponent, we will have our result. That they do

follows from hypothesis (iii), 7.1, and 2.7.    □

Consider operators that are of the form described in either 4.2, 5.1, 6.5, or 7.2. If

A is the sum of such operators, then by 2.7 A restricted to Cq will have an

extension that generates a Lipschitz semigroup.

We give an example to show that not every semigroup is Lipschitz. Let Pt be the

semigroup whose infinitesimal generator A is given by Af{x) = f(x + 1) — f(x) if

x > 0, f(x — 1) — f(x) if x < 0. The Markov process corresponding to P, behaves

like the standard Poisson process starting at x if x > 0 and behaves like the

negative of the Poisson process starting at x if x < 0. If f(x) = x/(l + |x|2) and

t > 0, it is easy to check that inix>0 PJ(x) > 0 and supJt<0 PJ(x) < 0. Thus PJ is

not even continuous at 0, let alone Lipschitz there.
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